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J;::,,USTRALIA-NE'H ZEALAN-D ESLATIONS ~ Ti1E CER IN CON'IEXT 

that al coneiderable freedom to authors and 

comrnent,at::i.:Jrs in th.:=! \\Ta:,,r ~~t is ir1t,2:rcv:r,2ted~ Whieh conte.1:t 

Alan Burnett chooses threem 

First~ the CER Agreement is viawed as part of the 

'h!id,er ANZ co:mrm:i..11ity relatio,:i:1shi~: that h.is develo1:.,,2i2l 

his'sorieally 

( "p,erhap2 an 

, CER is v:1-1f2.'i!ied affILidst speeulat:Lc-:o. 

J thet, as NAFTA was a stepping 

stone to CER 9 so might CER be a stGpping stone to 

c~J.e.torns u.:iion, \i?ith all t~at tl1at ::Lrnnlies ~ What is 

lacking in this area, however, is 

th,e graduE1l ,:-:::'volution trJhich 1:-ir Burnett 

refers to implies a longer term perspective~ 

Thirdly, ~he paper bxings the political conteJtt to 

1:ha.t is the conV~xt which, in Mr Burnett' s 

·vi~?1,.r ~ '".llil 1 h.:1ve E'- :r::arlr.:>cd :nf1 uen,c:e OJJ. wl.1.2tI:1er CEit f 01.l teT s 

or flourishes; and, if the latter, a marked influence 

on~ whcd: form t"l-:;e ·nfrw growth. tak1?:!S Q 

Three asp,2cts of the political c0nte1:t are identifiedo 

First, political structures - the institutional and 

constitutional arrangements that distinguish Australia 

and New Zealand; secondly, political style - although 

I am reluc.tan.t to assume that stylistic aberrations 

will be of the future style of New Zealand politics; 

and$ thi.rdly· 1 political 11 :cealitie,sn - th·c ·\:rB.ri-ono p~:es:sures 

that can be applied to politicians, 

is poor eccJncrni.c perfo1.:-man.c,2 and 1:;.n.2mplc.1yment c.n the h.cJr~1.02 

fronta First and foremost politicians have to be seen to 

b8 a~countable to their electorates~ This point lies behind 

Mr Burnett's statement that even the present labour mobility 

across the Tasman should be taken for granted; 



although, if there were a dramatic change in this respect, 

the whole ANZ community concept - and not just CER -

would presumably be weakened. The political realities 

serve as a timely reminder of the fragility of 

international arrangements. 

Now let me focus on the second context to which I referred: 

the possible path of the stepping stones. There are those 

who adhere to the view that New Zealand and Australia 

have a free trade agreement that is planned, certain and 

open-ended, but that is the end of the path as far as a 

formal development of the trans-Tasman relationship is 

concerned. There are those who recognize that while a 

customs union has been foreshadowed in the Agreement, 

it has not been made an explicit objective; theirs is 

a cautious approach to what could be a very slippery 

stone. Then there are those who see as inevitable 

much broader economic harmonisation and, ultimately, 

political union. 

The boundaries are not as clear-cut as this catalogue 

of views implies. There is a certain logic in the 

progression from one step to the other. For example, 

a common external tariff may be the best response to 

the problem of "intermediate goods"; but then there 

are exchange rate and political implications, as the 

paper points out. 

By asking whether it is sensible for Australia and New 

Zealand either to hasten the progress of CER into a 

customs union, or to allow it gradually to come about, 

Mr Burnett appears to be eliminating the option of no 

customs union. But, even to be suggesting possible 

out-growths from CER is indicative of the marked change 

in attitudes that has taken place since New Zealand 

manufacturers made those tentative steps through NAFTA 

to widen their home-base. The nature and pace of future 

change will very much depend on the amount of confidence 
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that can be engendered in the business sector from 

CER in operation. 

The paper does not cover what benefits might follow 

an even closer economic relationship between Australia 

and New Zealand. But, a better understanding of these 

would be an essential pre-requisite to moving in that 

direction. 

In exploring some of the broad implications of greater 

policy harmonisation, Mr Burnett sounds "a warning note; 

at least that is the conclusion I draw from his discussion 

of the EEC. That experience suggests that despite 

commitment, structures, and gradualism (or maybe 

because of structures and gradualism!) the EEC is not 

functioning as an effective customs union. Even if you 

resist the analogy, it highlights the distance and the 

rough passage between a free trade agreement, a customs 

union and an economic union. The paper thereby gives us 

a better idea of the long term implications for policy 

and economic management of coming to grips with the 

second generation issues arising from CER. 

If there is to be a harmonisation game, it follows 

that the member countries will be starting from different 

positions; and they will have different views as to who 

is serving. Do we change or do they? I would like to 

pursue this question in the context of foreign investment -

an issue which now has "one-and-a-half generation" status. 

At present, there is definitely an unevenness in the 

opportunities available to Australian and New Zealand 

firms respectively to invest across the Tasman. At the 

same time, there appears to be an increasing presumption, 

at least in the business community, that trans-Tasman 

direct investment policies ought to be harmonised. 
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But this presumption does not seem to be based on a full 

understanding of the policy options or their implications 

(trans-Tasman and global). 

Let us start with Mr Burnett's perspective on the issue. 

He points to a gr.owing confidence on the part of Australian 

enterprises in New Zealand's medium to long term economic 

prospects, leading to investment; and to New Zealand's 

capacity (and I would add "desire") to invest offshore. 

The certainty of the CER trade provisions will itself 

have an impact on trans-Tasman investment decisions. 

The paper also points to the collective freedoms provided 

in the Treaty of Rome, including free movement of capital 

and freedom of establishment. Indeed, there is a certain 

logic in coupling these features with the free movement 

of goods and labour. This logic rests on the assumption 

that the over-riding reason for promoting free trade is 

to encourage competitiveness through specialisation, and 

hence rationalisation,of production and production facilities. 

The location of capital, therefore, is an important 

parameter in the context of efficient resource allocation. 

But, of course, the issue is more than that. It is also 

one of ownership. 

Mr Burnett mentions the possibility of the free movement 

of capital between Australia and New Zealand becoming a 

"right", expressed by amendment to CER. Later in the paper, 

however, he concludes that such an amendment, covering 

free movement of capital and freedom of establishment, 

is really outside the realm of the possible - mainly because 

of New Zealand fears of a net emigration of capital. But also, 

there is an Australian anxiety about pursuing a discriminatory 

foreign investment policy - discriminatory, that is, between 

different sources of foreign capital. 
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Australia has cited its Treaty of Friendship and Co-operation 

with Japan as an important constraint on its ability to 

change its investment rules with respect to New Zealand. 

But, to quote an optimist on these matters, "if the spirit 

is willing the text is weak"! 

As well as looking at the trans-Tasman position, it is 

important to consider the global dimension of the foreign 

investment issue. If resources are internationally mobile, 

then it can be assumed that they will be attracted to 

the highest rate of return (assuming a18·0 a wide knowledge 

of investment opportunities). The question then arises 

as to whether or not it is to either Australia's or New 

Zealand's net economic advantage for at least one of those 

countries to discriminate in favour of foreign investment 

from the other. Might not firms undertake some investment 

because it is easier, rather than as a result of comparative 

economics, thereby foregoing more profitable opportunities 

in third countries? And, might not a preference for 

investment from, say, New Zealand, sometimes be at the 

expense of investment with a comparative advantage from 

third countries? 

The OECD, for one, argues that the desirable direction 

of change - internationally - is the general freeing up 

of capital flows. But, accepting Mr Burnett's conclusion 

that this is unlikely to happen in the trans-Tasman context 

in the near future, might it not be appropriate to consider 

possible intermediate positions? A greater airing of 

the options would seem to be a necessary response to the 

presumption that trans-Tasman investment policies ought 

to be harmonised. 

Important differences between the Foreign Investment Review 

Board's (FIRB) and the Overseas Investment Commission's (OIC) 

policy implementation are, first: takeovers by foreign 

companies come under FIRB scrutiny if foreign equity 

is to be 15 per cent or more. In New Zealand, OIC approval 
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ts. r£?ql1f:red if a foreign party ,;,rishsB to ae-q1Jire H 

shareholding of 25 per cent or moreo 

Secondly: tlie FIRB gives rel greater weight to 

the extent of fc~:sign ownership and control of individual 

enterp~rises ~ 

Thi:rdl:., ~ th.(-=t: FIRB :na"t:,.-=-:s a pr 21c.tic:re of ir;rpos ing c,ond:-Ltions 

an approved :tnves tments !J ofteri. ··Hith respf~,,:t: to ft:1:i:t=-J:e 

alI0'.vi1.ahle ec:uie:,rr 

F,cru~cthly ~ th12 FIRB som.ietlmes r2qu.i:ires e. coinpa:ay to s:,d\rise 

the medi.a tha~ it has entered into a takeover agreement 

S.\Jl~ Ject: tci th,~ Board·, s a:pprova.1 ~ This is :::o alert 

Au.st}:Eilian interests to the propos2.l so that th,ey· al.Bo :~1.:-:rve 

an opportunity to make an offer. This practice is 

questionable from 

Pc,ssibl.e 11 Ir1.·r:,2~: .. mediate pcs:Lticinsn CCFj.ld i::.1.clvv.::e the 

~ol . First: the FIRE cou].d formal or informally 

r"·iec.og-r.t~-~:,'.'=: C'.:I:R a8 c,·ne cf th,2 reLa\rant critt~ria :Eor 

2onside~ing the nati0nal bEnefit derived f~om foreign 

invest.m,snt: 

as a guarsntee that CER co~side~ations would over-ride 

equity COil8iderat~OTISo 

E2econi,}.1)' ~ A1,1s tr al ia. 1 s equit? ·ben(~'l:nuarlr:_ of 15 pe:r cent 

could be 2ltered to 25 pe:c cent to be consistent with 

New Zealand practice. (At least this would allow New 

Zealand companies to adopt equity accounting, with 

r.espect to their interests in Australia, without havirtg 

to go through the FlRBis formal procedures)c 

There rsrnain . .s tl-H?. question as to ·why Ne'\,! Zealand. firms 

regard signifi:::ant part-ui.:qnership and c:ontrol of investment 

in Australia as essential for achieving the rationalisation 

objective that is inherent in the Agreement~ and for 

deriving national benefit from CER. Will increased 

ownership of iteelf facilitate the rationalisation 

process through a freer flow of information, technical 

and ma0agerial skills? 



I am hoping to research this area more closely in the 

next few months. It will be interesting to do case

studies of firms which, in the past, have made cross

investment decisions in the name of rationalisation, 

whether or not in anticipation of CER. 

There seems little doubt that Australia's and New 

Zealand's foreign investment policies will be amongst 

the set of policies that will influence not only the 

magnitude of the benefits from CER but also their 

distribution as between the two member countries. 

But we need to know more about how different stances 

on foreign investment are likely to affect the size 

and distribution of the benefits. 

Mr Burnett sees an important link between the distribution 

of benefits and the relative bargaining strength of the 

two countries in their future bilateral negotiations. (And 

he seemed to be giving notice from "big brother" that 

New Zealand has more to lose if it's naughty). 

But there is also the wider question of the extent to 

which Australia and New Zealand can strengthen their 

collective bargaining position in respect of their 

trading and other relationships with the rest of the 

world. One of the major stepping stones is outwards: 

CER in the context of ASEAN and the Pacific Rim. 
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